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the nexus between salafism and jihadism in the netherlands - female salafis in the netherlands,” in
meijer, global salafism, pp. 408-410. 17 nctb, “salafisme in nederland.” 18 de koning, “changing worldviews,”
p. 410. 19 buijs et al. dutch defenders of national security, western liberalism and secularization. therefore,
after years of benign neglect, moroccans, turks and other immigrants commanding right and forbidding
wrong as a principle of ... - global salafism 190 unlike its neglect in western research, the jama‘a has been
the focus of many egyptian researchers, but a definitive study has yet to be written.4 what makes the jama‘a
interesting is that it is a social movement.5 as opposed to the jihad organisation, the jama‘a has always
pursued the line of obtaining a large fol- global salafi-jihadism ideology the “soft power” of the enemy
- 5 bernard haykel, “on the nature of salafi thought and action,” in global salafism: islam’s new religious
movement, ed. roel meijer (new york, ny: columbia university press, 2009), 34. held in highest regard.6 and
how these hadiths were understood by the early community of muslims and acted upon matters greatly. ...
the politics of - brookings - for a sense of the variety of global salafist discourse, see roel meijer, ed., global
salafism: islam’s new religious movement (london: hurst, 2009). as one example of the kind political islam
according to the dutch by roel meijer - 6 the best article in this respect is mohamed-ali adraoui, “salafism
in france: ideology, practice and contradictions,” in roel meijer (ed.) global salalafism: islam’s new religious
movement (london: hurst & co. 2009), pp. 364-83. 7 for more on jihadi salafism and the so-called hofstad
group, see martijn de koning, in search of the ‘pure’ global jihad: counting the cost - bbc - global jihad:
counting the cost an investigation by the bbc in collaboration with the international centre for the study of
radicalisation methodology why did you carry out this research? the aim of the project was to produce an
estimate of the scale and geographical distribution of reported deaths social identity theory for
investigating islamic extremism ... - social identity theory for investigating islamic extremism in the
diaspora author biography dina al raffie is an independent researcher and course instructor in the field of
security studies. she is an occasional adjunct professor on the george c. marshall european center university
of florida department of religion global islam - university of florida department of religion global islam rlg
5361 – section 025g rel 4936 – section 3d41 meeting & location: tuesday, per. 5-6 – and 101 from ibn
taymiyya to the islamic state - bettinakoch - other movements, like al-qaida, that promote global
jihadism. because of its justification for an ex-cessive use of violence, the movement is not just a severe threat
to mainstream islams and people living in (and fleeing from) their main region of activity, but also to western
security. salafism and jihadism in the netherlands - researchgate - focusing on the nexus of salafism
and jihadism in the netherlands in three stages from 2001 ... roel meijer, ‘introduction’, in: idem (ed.), global
salafism. islam’s new religious
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